
Find What Works Video Tour 

Welcome to this introduction of Find What Works, the What Works Clearinghouse’s enhanced 
comprehensive source for learning what the reviews of research say about education programs, 
products, practices, and policies.  

There are a few different ways to access Find What Works. It’s conveniently featured at the top 
of the What Works Clearinghouse homepage. You can also access it by selecting the Find 
Evidence tab from the main menu and then choosing “Find What Works from Systematic 
Reviews.” 

Begin your search by selecting a topic area or population of interest from the chalkboard on the 
homepage. When you do, you’ll see a list of interventions displayed with some basic information 
about each one, including the grades that were examined in the research for that intervention. 

At the front of each row is a symbol. This symbol will be colored and have a box around it if 
there are positive or potentially positive findings in that area. Otherwise, the symbol will be grey, 
which indicates other evidence, including mixed effects, negative effects, or no discernible 
effects. By default, the results are sorted by the first column, evidence of effectiveness, so those 
interventions with evidence covering more outcomes or based on more research are at the top of 
the list. However, remember that all interventions with the colored symbol have positive or 
potentially positive effects. 

You can also sort the results by clicking on the column headings. And Find What Works allows 
you to select multiple topic areas – such as math and K-12 – to focus your results even further. 
Note that after K-12 is selected, some of the results display colored boxes for both math and K-
12.  

Lower on the left, you can find relevant practice guides and special features listed. 

Click on the green button in the upper left side of the page to access a new Find What Works 
feature that will help you Find Research with Students Like Yours. 

Within the Students Like Yours feature, you’ll see a set of student characteristics, including 
students’ grade, race, ethnicity, and gender, as well as characteristics of class and school type 
and locations. Use these filters to select the characteristics that represent your students and Find 
What Works will indicate whether the research matches students like yours.  

You’ll see a new “Students Like Yours” column in the search results. The greater the number of 
shaded ovals, the closer the research matches students like yours. 

Use the “More Filters” button to include additional filters in your search, including grade, class 
or school type, and more. These filters will only include interventions in your search results that 
meet the criteria you specify. 

Find What Works also lets you compare interventions. Select up to five interventions to 
compare. After clicking the “Compare Selected” button, you’ll see basic information for each 
intervention, such as grades examined, program type, delivery method, and the effectiveness 
rating. 



 
From the search results, choose an intervention to read the WWC summary of relevant evidence 
on the Intervention Page. Each page has a description of the intervention, with information about 
what the intervention is and how it is intended to work. 

The Reviewed Research section includes information on the research related to the intervention 
that has been reviewed by the WWC. You’ll see a table with the review findings, including a 
summary of the effectiveness of the intervention by different outcome domains. In some cases, 
the intervention may have been reviewed under different protocols. Click through the tabs to see 
the results of each review. 

You’ll also see links to three different related products, including a link to a printable evidence 
snapshot, the intervention report PDF, and the review protocol used to review the relevant 
studies. 

To see how closely the students in a study match students like yours, click on the “Students like 
yours” box next to a specific study. 

And to get even more information about an individual study, click on a study citation link to 
view the WWC study page. Boxes on the right will indicate the study’s rating and whether it had 
any statistically significant positive findings. 

We hope this quick tour of Find What Works has been helpful. For more information on Find 
What Works or the WWC, please see our answers to frequently asked questions or contact us 
directly. And to keep up with the latest news on the WWC, sign up for our email news flash or 
follow us on Twitter and Facebook. Thanks for visiting the What Works Clearinghouse! 

 


